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Ai dungeon multiplayer codes

ALL POSTS1What's the unusual thing to bring here lol. I hope there is such a place where people can post multiplayer aidungeon games, I am looking for one and I find this Hello adventurer, please wait for your party to arrive. You are greeted by a humanoid creature that has large black eyes and three arms. He's wearing leather armor
and he's very muscular. Hello and welcome to The Adventurer's Guild of Arrorn! Are you a member or a visitor? Sarpedon admires muscular humanoids and asks, wow what are they feeding you here? And how do we become members? Hello sir, we're looking for a group to go on an adventure with. Me and the other adventurers looking
are currently at Craxil's Mirth inn. Can you tell us how we can join their search? said the creature to Sarpedon.Sarpedon said, If you want to join our search, first you must pass the test! Wow, we're looking for a group to join and you've been trying to tell us how things are going to be? It doesn't work that way, little boy. What are you talking
about? Aren't you in charge here? Asked Sarpedon. I don't think so. If you want to join one of the many adventurous groups here at the guild, you need to talk to them directly. Come on, I'll bring you here. Nico Lightbringer follows himbo. yes, of course, mate. So I hear you have a magical university here. Is that true? The two walked to
Craxil's Mirth inn. No, we studied it, but there is no actual university. Said the creature. The whole group followed Nico. Wow, so this is Craxil's Mirth. I heard that it was named after some old hero from the past. Sarpedon said. You could say that, but the name is just used to namaa this inn. said the guide. Nico led you inside. Hey
everyone, we got a new guy looking for a group to join. Ruby Rock Star started talking to people at the bar to find a group to join. So how do you guys do this? Did I just pick a group and that's it? ruby.Kedai is full of people wearing various kinds of clothes. There are even some people with armor plates full of drinking right next to some
drunk wearing torn rags. Sarpedon says I want to join the drunks wearing torn rags! I have a feeling about this! Nico looks very confused. Why would you want to join that group? asked Nico.Ruby walked up to the raging man and knelt down to talk to him on his level. Ruby Rock Star said can we buy you a drink? I'd rather have some ale.
Ruby ordered the guy a drink and bought him another one, then the next one, and so on. Before you know it, the man was drunk. Nico's getting really. Nico says I don't want to be an adult here but... You don't, you are. Now let's all get drunk! Ruby's screaming. Ruby continued to drink with the man while the rest spoke to several others
there. Sarpedon said yes! You spend a few hours there drinking and generally having fun. You wake up the next day with a big big why do I feel like this? Sarpedon said. That's because last night you drank more than twice your weight in alcohol! Nico said. What are you, a cop? yes, a drunk lead detective. Ugh, I hate you. Nico stood up
and walked outside. Sarpedon walks behind you. Look, we gotta get going or we're not going to be able to finish our search today. Ruby Rock Star says All drinking is to find out more information about our search. What did you learn? That's a good point. What have you learned? Sarpedon said. Um, I learned that no matter what we do,
we'll still be attacked by bar customers. Everybody shut up for a second. Well that's not very helpful. said Sarpedon.Nico Lightbringer said I think the rag man is the lost king. Is it true? Why is that? Ruby said. Because he was the only one who didn't want to talk to us, and everyone knows that the lost king is usually. Nico started laughing.
Ruby decided not to argue. Ruby Rock Star says Well shit, you're right! All right, all right, let's go, Sarpedon said. Wait, I have to go to the bathroom. Ruby said. You heard screams seconds later. What's that? asked Nico.Sarpedon ran to the bathroom to Ruby.In sarpedon bathroom saw that Ruby was not found. He ran outside and saw
that he had been taken by a group armed with crossbows. We have a friend of yours. If you want to see it again, come to the old factory alone. Ruby Rock Star says Wait, no, I still need to pee! You hear loud whistles and everyone but you stop to listen. Sarpedon told Nico, you should come with me as a backup, but keep it hidden, so
don't see you! Nico Lightbringer throws a buff at Sarpedon.Nico gives you a thumbs up and hides behind a corner. Sarpedon began walking towards the old factory as they kept their line of sight on him all the time. Sarpedon is getting closer to them and closer. As soon as he was within range, he took his dagger. Sarpedon said Hey thug!
Here I am, now where's Ruby? Shut up! Who the hell are you? Sarpedon stabbed and as soon as he dropped he felt a sharp pain in his back. He started coughing up blood and saw the faces of the staring in shock. Sarpedon's on his knees, he doesn't have much time left... Sarpedon said Nico! Now! Nico jumped out and threw a throwing
knife at him. He then ran to Sarpedon and gave him his sword. Let's do this. Sarpedon began swinging his sword wildly towards the para. Nico Lightbringer threw a great healing at Sarpedon.The main healing scroll healed all his wounds. He's fully healed! Nico turned around and stabbed him last. He fell to the ground dead. Receive It's a
lifesaver. Sarpendon said. No problem, now we have to find Ruby. Sarpedon says let's check in inside the factory. Careful, it's probably a trap! Ruby Rock Star says Help me, I'm blindfolded and I don't know where I am! You two carefully walk inside the factory. Looks like that's it. it has been abandoned for years, there are cobwebs
everywhere and you step over the mousetrap as you look around. Ruby! You're screaming. There's no answer... Hello? Ruby? You walk inside the factory and look around. You see a bunch, Ruby blindfolded, and a big orc. Ah, our orc friend has arrived! that word. Let him go or I'll kill you. Sarpedon retaliated. Ruby Rock Star says don't
kill me! I still have to pee! Shut up! Shout out orcs. Sarpedon says Listen, let's make sense, we can tell you where the lost king is in exchange for Ruby! Well now, that's a pretty tempting offer. I'm sure my master would love to have a lost king as a prisoner. But how do we know you're not lying? You two keep quiet... Sarpedon looks at
Nico, winks, and talismanic chains hidden under his chest. Nico nodded. Well, Sarpedon said, We'll show you. You slowly turn around, and start walking back to Craxil's room... Orcs grunt, and you two put your hands up. All right, drop it, orcs say as adventurers drop their weapons. Sarpedon kept his hands where the orcs could see them,
and made no sudden movements. You drop your weapon, and turn around. You slowly start raising your hands up... Then you take the fetish chain and pull it as hard as you can! A large lightning bolt hit the Orc in the chest, and fell backwards. Ruby Rock Star peed a little in her pants. Sarpedon ran and caught Ruby. The rest seems to
be coming to. Kill the snake! Ruby, we gotta get out of here. I was blindfolded, I couldn't see! Sarpedon removed the blindfold from Ruby's face and gave her a dagger. Let's go, let's go. Nico and Ruby followed Sarpedon as he led them to the exit. The are still groggy, but some of them manage to shoot bolts at you. You avoid getting out of
the way, and keep moving towards the door. All three ran into the river to lose, crossing by jumping over large slippery rocks. The Oalkwardners can't keep up without turning into their own Oalkwardners, so they stay behind. You reach the other side of the river and climb out. We're free! Ruby said. Ruby Rock Star says Sarpedon, this
feels like Johannesburg! Do you remember that? Sarpedon looks back the way you came. Yes. I remember a lot of things. You three sit by the river, rest. We have to keep moving, Sarpedon said. Nico looks out into the river. Nico Lightbringer says Who told the? I don't know. Maybe they just found the trail themselves. Sarpedon said. But
they can't have! I'm very careful! Nico said. How do you know that? You've never done this before. Said Sarpedon.Nico took a deep breath, trying to calm down. Rock Star says Remember, lions are the most handsome when looking for food. You all start crossing the river. The cold water freezes, and you almost lose your footing several
times. After a few minutes you make it to the other side. Ah, that's refreshing! Ruby said. We gotta keep moving, moving, Says. Ruby Rock Star said I peed in the river, and it washed my clothes. Kill two birds with one stone! Sarpedon says I think that man in cloth is a plant! He set us up! We have to get back to the inn! You keep moving,
and after an hour you see the trees become rarer. The ground beneath you becomes more muddy, and you tread carefully to avoid damaging your shoes. After a few more minutes, the trees disappear completely. You three stand on the edge of a big forest. Sarpedon takes a step, and you follow. You walk for a few miles. The street is
deserted, and there are no inns or taverns in sight. You start to wonder if you're somehow lost. We should rest, Sarpedon said.Sarpedon pulled out his bedroll and started breaking the camp. You and the others are doing the same thing. You only finish when a robed figure appears on the street behind you. What the hell is this? Sarpedon
said Ruby took the boy behind the rocks and hid. Ruby Rock Star said Nico, come with me so we can hide. I think it's too late for that, says the robed figure, Hello Sarpedon, we finally meet. You see a bald man in a black robe, holding a staffer with a snake on it. Mendicks, Sarpedon said, recognized the figure. Ruby heard Mendick's
name and a little snickers. You find this funny? He said, I'm here with a few dozen mercenaries, and you think it's funny? Mendicks waved his arms, and the sound of a wavy horse was heard. A few dozen horsemen in sight, circling the three of you. Sarpedon says easy now, Mendicks. It's between you and me. It's been a while since
Johannesburg. Mendicks shook his head. That's Mr. Mendicks to you, blaggard. He turned around to talk to all of you and said this guy was an escaped inmate. He killed three people in Johannesburg, and robbed a bank! Ruby Rock Star says you have the wrong Mr. Mendicks! The three people he killed were me, Nico, and the kids! And
the money from the bank went to the boy's orphanage. Mr Mendicks faces the bend into a grimace, then he laughs. A possible story, and one I'm afraid I don't believe. Mendicks turned around to take care of all of you. You three will come with me to stand trial in Tulan City. Oh, us now, are we? said Ruby.Mr. Mendicks knights surround
the party. There's nowhere to escape. Sarpedon said so, Mendicks, you hired to kidnap people out of the bathroom now? How low you've fallen. They're not just any, says Mr. Mendicks, They're knights, highly trained and deadly. Sensing the opportunity, Sarpedon demanded his closest knight, put all his weight over his shoulders and
ploughed into him. The knight fell off his horse. Sarpedon said Go for it Ruby! turned to run, but one of the knights dropped him with his sword flat. Nico steps forward, and the knight who dropped Ruby turns to him with a smirk. Nico Lightbringer prayed to the god of his two good shoes for justice and quick relief. Nico Nico's Eyes to the
back of his head and a white light appeared on it. The beam of holy justice, says the knight, was an unexpected surprise. The beam of light hit the knight, burning a hole in his chest. Ruby Rock Star threw away a series of ninja smoke grenades to cover the group's escape. As smoke grenades filled the air, he demanded to come forward.
The knight in front of him grabbed his sword, but he overcame it before he could let go. He put his elbow to his neck and knocked him unconscious. There are 10 knights still circling Nico, Ruby, and Sarpedon. The knights all came to the attack as Mr Mendicks watched. Hey! She's crying, you're supposed to take them prisoner! The
knights ignored him, continuing their attack. Ruby Rock Star says Mr. Mendicks, please save us from the knights! Mr Mendicks took a twig from his flask and ignored pleas for help. Nico Lightbringer, Sarpedon, and Ruby Rock Star were cut down by the swords of knights. The knights took Nico's friends away. Nico was left alone, blood
dripping from his elbow, in the middle of the road. Nico Lightbringer follows Ruby in secret. Nico follows the knights who take Ruby and her friends away, keeping a safe distance. He passed through the town of Arrorn and into the woods beyond that. The knights travel quickly, and you find it hard to keep up without being seen. When Nico
followed the knights, he heard a voice from behind him. You suck at hiding the figure's words before throwing his dusty robe and revealing himself as The Lost King. He's taller and older. King jumped on the back of the horse, his muscles protruding as he did so. We must follow the knights! You said Ruby, Sarpedon, and the others were
in trouble. I'm not worried, says the king. They can take care of themselves. I'm not talking about them, you say, I'm talking about the ancient magic that created you. If the Knights get their hands on it -Let them have it, says the king. Nico Lightbringer says Is that the truth behind the talisman I woreJimat it is part of ancient magic. At first I
had to wear it, but I refused. As you can see, my choices have worked pretty well for me. You stare at The Lost King.Nico Lightbringer says What does the king want? The king wants a partner, and someone to convey all the cool things he knew when he died. I've been training you for years, so you can fulfill this role. You try to say
something, but find yourself incapable. Don't thank me, it's not like I'm doing this for the good of my heart. You've spent a lot of sleep, and you're going to help me get it back. The Lost King jumped on the back of his horse. Nico Lightbringer says I will fulfill your wishes but we need to My friends Ruby and Sarpedon Ruby and Sarpedon
can take care of themselves. Now, I want you-The sharp pain of piercing your stomach. You look down to see a knife sticking out of it. What did you say? The Lost King draws interest Get out of your belly, and stick it in your heart. You're dead. AI Dungeon Dungeon
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